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Merry Holiday ! I can't wait to Verb - Base Form to my grandparent's house and see my family! We

always have such a Adjective time together. Every year we make it a tradition to decorate the

Adjective tree together. We always let the Adjective - Ends in EST person put the Noun on

top of the tree! This year I was lucky enough to be that person! We admire our Adjective Christmas tree

together and get our appetites ready for dinner. Dinner is always Adjective . We sit around the

Noun to eat a giant, Adjective meal. There are mashed Noun - Plural and gravy,

Adjective casseroles, and a big juicy Noun that my grandpa cooks all day long. I am so hungry

right now talking about everything we are going to eat, I just can't wait for dinner! Once dinner is over, it is the

Adjective part of the night - the presents! I am always so Adjective to see what Santa will bring

me each year. Could it be a new Adjective set? A pretty Noun ? A new pair of Noun - 

Plural ? A new puppy? I never know what could be waiting for me under the Christmas Noun ! After

we open our presents, we get to go outside and go Verb - Present ends in ING down the huge Noun in

my grandparent's yard. Now that I've just had a Adjective day with my family, I am ready for bed. I will

dream about all of the Adjective memories that I have made today. Holiday is my favorite

holiday and my favorite time of year.
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